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We proposeanefficientmethodto suppressinferiorwallattenuationin @Â°@Tl180Â°myocardial
tomography.We systematicallyperformedredistributionstudiesin bothsupineandprone
decubitus,assumingthat the lattershouldresultin shiftingwith respectto eachother's
cardiacstructuresanddiaphragmas wellas subphrenicorganspossiblyresponsiblefor
attenuation.Thecomparisonof bothstudiesin 25 normalsubjectsby visualinterpretation
andcircumferentialprofilesanalysisshoweda completesuppressionof significantattenuation
in the inferiorwall in pronestudies.In additionandconsequently,the standarddeviationof
activityin this areawas markedlyreducedandbecamecloseto its valuein anteriorand
lateralwalls.Thissimpletechniquenowroutinelyperformedinover400 patientsdrastically
improvesspecificityin the evaluationof inferiorwallabnormalitiesby suppressingattenuation
artifactsand,incidently,the effectof highindMdualvariabilityin left phrenicandsubphrenic
anatomicconfiguration.
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he so-called diaphragmatic attenuation has been
reported by several authors as a difficulty inherent in
thallium-201 (20â€•fl)myocardial scintigraphy (1, 2).
This problem is not yet solved in 20'Tl180Â°myocardial
SPECT (3) which fairly often shows more or bess re
duced thallium activity in the inferior wall (1W) of
normal patients. This leads to an impairment of sensi
tivity or specificity depending on how the problem is
perceived by the physician: poor sensitivity for those
who are aware of it, poor specificity for those who
underestimate it. It results in a very uncomfortable
situation when one has to decide whether an 1W ab
normality is significant or not, particularly because of
the wide s.d. of the apparent uptake in this area. Thus,
a method minimizing attenuation artifacts should be
desirable. U

We assumed that prone decubitus could result in
shifting with respect to each other's cardiac structures
and diaphragm as well as subphrenic organs, such as
stomach and spleen, so that performing tomographic
acquisition in this position would minimize the inter

position ofthese tissues and organsbetween the 1Wand
the camera detector.
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FIGURE1
Two homologousshortaxisslicesof the samepatient
obtalnedinthesupine(A)andprone(B)positionsandtheir
respectivecircumferentialprofiles.Note the obvious im
provementof detectionin the 1W.Differentialattenuation
isnolongerpresent.
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ing the patient in prone decubitus and shifting the parameters
ofcamera rotation by 180Â°.

For both studies,7.2-mm-thicktransversesliceswerere
constructed and reoriented to generate short axis slices using
the algorithmsavailablein oursystem(C.G.R.Gammatome
I). We did not use any attenuation correction.

Foreachstudyofthe samepatienta medioventricularthick
1.4 cm (@2 x 7.2 mm: double thickness slices) short axis slice
was then selected at the same anatomic level. Comparison
using visual interpretation and maximum counts circumfer
ential profiles (CPs) analysis was performed after normaliza
tion for statistical analysis. The method of normalization will
be described later since it has been eventually designed ac

0! 6REES cording to the preliminary results of the study. The CPs
______ analysis was performed according to the technique described

360 by Garciaet al. (3). Using their convention, the 1Wproffle is
located in the first half of the curve, around 90Â°;0Â°and 180Â°
correspond to the middle of respectively septum and lateral
walls.

METhODS

To testthisassumptionwe systematicallyperformed@Â°â€˜T1
redistribution single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) studies in both supine and prone positions in 76
patients (67 M, 9 F) for diagnosis of coronary artery disease
(CAD). We selected the redistribution studies so that the
possible difference observed should be essentially a result of
conditions ofdetection rather than the possible redistribution
thatmightoccurbetweenbothacquisitionsimmediatelyafter
stress. Among them, 25 (21 M, 4 F) were a posteriori consid
ered as normal on the basis ofnormal stress ECO and coronary
arteriography; their results will be presented in this paper.

A dose of4O @Ciper kilo was injected at peak exerciseand
thepatientscontinuedto exerciseâ€˜@â€˜60secafterinjection.We
acquired 32 projections during 20 mm of a continuous rota
tion of 180Â°from the 45Â°right anterior oblique (RAO) to the
left posterior oblique (LPO). For redistribution studies, a
second acquisition was immediately performed after position
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FIGURE 3
A: MeansupinecircumferentialprofileÂ±2.5 s.d. Note the importantwideningof s.d. in the 1W.B: Meanprone
circumferentialprofileÂ±2.5 s.d.Notetheimportantdecreaseofs.d.inthe1W.
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FIGURE2
Meandrcumferent@Iprofilesin bothpositions.

RESULTS

VisualInterpretalion
Supine studies. Among the 25 normal patients, 17

presented a more or less reduced activity in the 1W.
Prone studies. None of the patients presented a sig

nificantly reduced activity in the 1W. Besides, inferior
septum and 1W often appeared thicker.

Circumferential Profiles Analysis
Supine studies. As expected from visual findings, the

CPs showed a more or less marked upwards concavity
ofthe firsthalfofthe curve forthe 17patients, spreading
around 90Â°.The second half was almost flat except in
a few cases when diaphragmaticattenuation was partic
ularbyimportant. In the eight other patients, the CPs
were almost horizontal.

Prone studies. In one patient, we did not individual
ize a depression of the CP specific of the 1W. All CPs
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werehorizontalin the limitsof statisticfluctuations.
Figure 1 shows the results in any of the most typical
patients of our study.

Statistical Analysis of Circumferential Profiles
As said before, statistical analysis of CPs requires a

normalization. Since in our preliminary results prone
CPs were almost horizontal, their normalization was
achieved by setting to 100%the mean value of the 60
points of the CP. Since supine CPs were almost hori
zontal in their second half@which is not or little affected
by diaphragmaticattenuation, their normalization was
achieved by setting to 100% the mean value of the 30
last points of the CPs. Figure 2 shows both mean CPs.
The mean supine CP presents a depression around 90Â°
with a minimum at 84% and is almost flat, close to
100% along its second part. The mean prone CP is
almost horizontal, close to 100%. It is to be noticed
that these two curves are strictlythe averageof individ
ual normalized CPs; they were not themselves normal
ized after averaging. The good superimposition of the
second halves of the CPs should be an indirect a pos
teriori validation of the method of normalization.

Figure 3A shows the mean supine CP Â±2.5 s.d. The
SDvariesfroma maximumof 13.7%correspondingto
the minimum of the CP to a minimum of -@-5%corre
sponding to the horizontal part of the CP.

Figure 3B shows the mean prone CP Â±2.5 s.d. The
SD is nearly constant along the whole CP. It presents a
slight widening in the 1Wwith a maximum at 7.5%and
decreases to â€˜@@-5%for the rest of the curve.

The comparison of both sets of curves shows a good
superimposition of both confidence intervals in the
anterior and lateral walls which are not affected by
diaphragmatic attenuation. On the contrary, it clearly
shows the reduced lower limit for supine CP in the 1W,
while the lower limit ofprone CP exhibits little change.

DISCUSSION

The results of our study concerning usual supine
tomography are in agreement with literature (3). They
account, first, for a frequent inferior wall attenuation
and, second, as shown by the widening of SD in the
area of decreased activity, for an important individual
variability of this attenuation.

The results in prone decubitus clearly demonstrate
the efficiency of this simple technique. In our depart
ment, we now perform all thallium myocardial to
mographies using the prone position. We have already
performedover 400 prone studies. A clinical evaluation
of sensitivity and specificity in the detection on 1W
abnormalities is in progress, but from now on the
improvement is obvious in so far as we do not any
more have to face the problem of questionable 1W
abnormalities which is almost daily when using supine
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FIGURE4
Gatedradionuclideventriculographyperformedin patient
ofFigure1 insupine(A)andprone(B)positions.Notehow
stomach(STO)and spleen(SPL)appearshifteddown in
the pronestudy.Stomachis not visibleon this document.
However,theregionof interestcorrespondsto itsactual
position. It has been outlined on the gray scale video
monitoron whichstomachappearsas a photopenicarea
since we use in vivo red cells labeling after ingestion of
potassium perchlorate to avoid uptake of free pertechne
tatebystomachmucosa.

position. Until now, we only encountered two cases of
mildly reduced activity mainly due to enlarged and
filled stomachs uncompletely shifted down by prone
position. In most cases however, prone decubitus mark
edly modifies anatomic configuration of subphrenic
organs with respect to cardiac structures, as shown in
Figure 4. This gated radionucide ventriculography has
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FIGURE5
The dedicatedimagingtable de
signed in our institution: the anterior
part on which patient upper thorax
andheadlieisoverhangingbymeans
of a singlerightarm.Thusthereis
no attenuatingmaterialexcept the
doth window between thorax and
cameradetectorduringthe 180Â°ro
tation.

been performed in the patient of Figure 1. It demon
strates, first how important can be the interposition of
subphremc organs between heart and camera, explain
ing the important apparent defect in the 1W and, see
ond, how these organs look shifted down in prone
decubitus resulting in much more suitable conditions
for photons detection from the 1W.

Another advantage of this position concerns the pa
tient comfort. The upwards positioning ofarms to avoid
attenuation is often difficult to hold in supine position
and sometimes results in uncontrolled patient motion.
This position is much better tolerated in prone decu
bitus, the patient head lying on folded arms in a more
passive attitude. In our experience, only 5% of the
patients could not tolerate this position. They were
generally patients sent to the department for evaluation
of cardiac risk by 2O11@@dipyridamole study before vas
cularsurgery.

A possible drawback is the fact that most of the
projections are acquired through the imaging table
which introduces attenuation and scattered radiations
resulting in an impairment ofsignal to noise ratio, and,
thus, image quality, especially in redistribution studies.
This problem is correctly solved when using a dose of
40 @Ciper kilo. Besides this, we have designed a special
imaging table with a taut cloth window facing the
myocardium (Fig. 5) which suppresses attenuation for
all projections. In addition, it allows a camera rotation
in contour mode very close to the chest wall, close to
5 cm, resulting in high quality images.

Finally, another unexpected advantage has to be
confirmed. In two patients, the prone study exhibited a
small defect of the latero-apical wall not seen on the
supine study. In both cases, the coronary arteriography

confirmed the lesion by showing an occlusion of the
distal left descending artery. We assume that prone
position might improve resolution by minimizing the
antero-posterior respiratory motion blur.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that prone myocardial tomography is a
simple and efficient solution to the problem of inferior
wall attenuation which was until now a limiting factor
of @Â°â€˜Tltomography. Based on relevant anatomic con
siderations,it suppressesalmost completely attenuation
artifacts by removing the causes rather than correcting
them. It also suppresses the effects of high individual
variability in left phrenic and subphrenic anatomic
configuration which makes correction methods difficult
to design. It results in an important narrowing of the
s.d. which should drastically improve specificity in the
detection and evaluation of 1W abnormalities. In addi
tion, using a special imaging table results in images of
high quality.
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